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SDN Partitioning: A Centralized Control
Plane for Distributed Routing Protocols

Marcel Caria, Admela Jukan, and Marco Hoffmann

Abstract—Hybrid IP networks that use both control
paradigms – distributed and centralized – promise the
best of two worlds: programmability and agility of
SDN, and reliability and fault tolerance of distributed
routing protocols like OSPF. The common approaches
follow a division of labor concept, where SDN con-
trols prioritized traffic and OSPF assures care-free
operation of best effort traffic. We propose SDN Par-
titioning, which establishes centralized control over
the distributed routing protocol by partitioning the
topology into sub-domains with SDN-enabled border
nodes, such that OSPF’s routing updates have to
traverse SDN border nodes to reach neighboring sub-
domains. This allows the central controller to modify
how sub-domains view one another, which in turn
allows to steer inter-sub-domain traffic. The degree
of dynamic control against simplicity of OSPF can be
trade off by adjusting the size of the sub-domains. This
paper explains the technical requirements, presents
a novel scheme for balanced topology partitioning,
and provides the models for common network man-
agement tasks. Our performance evaluation shows
that – already in its minimum configuration with two
sub-domains – SDN Partitioning provides significant
improvements in all respects compared to legacy rout-
ing protocols, whereas smaller sub-domains provide
network control capabilities comparable to full SDN
deployment.

Index Terms—Software-Defined Networking, OSPF,
hybrid operation, network partitioning.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE term hybrid control plane refers to an increas-
ingly important network architecture, where both

control plane paradigms – the logically centralized
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) and a distributed
routing protocol like Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)
or Intermediate System to Intermediate System (IS-
IS) – are deployed in the same routing domain [1], [2].
While the discussion on centralized versus distributed
network control planes (e.g., [3], [4]) is lively and
ongoing in the networking community, the need for a
hybrid networking paradigm, which can combine the
advantages of both, has been broadly recognized [5]–
[10], not least as it provides the only pragmatic migra-
tion path to SDN without the expensive replacement of
all legacy equipment. Moreover, such an architecture
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allows for a smooth and total cost of ownership opti-
mized migration to SDN. In fact, many new Internet
routers are equipped with an interface for OpenFlow
(which is the de facto messaging standard between
network devices and SDN controllers) and support a
hybrid OpenFlow/OSPF mode. Hybrid control plane ar-
chitectures typically use the distributed legacy routing
protocol for best effort packet forwarding, while the
SDN controller injects high priority rules on top for
advanced routing configurations.

A typical hybrid SDN operation follows a ”ships-
passing-in-the-night” strategy, whereby distributed
legacy routing and SDN control paradigms are oblivi-
ous to what the other one configures. This is known
to create a number of challenges in an operational
network, including those related to network failures,
size of forwarding tables, routing convergence time,
thus impeding the chances for SDN to be deployed
in carrier networks. In case of network failures, for
instance, the uncorrelated control planes may cause
forwarding anomalies, like routing loops and black
holes [10]. The size of the router’s forwarding infor-
mation base (FIB) is also an issue, as routers use
ternary content-addressable memory (TCAM) to per-
form memory lookups in one clock cycle, which has to
be dimensioned economically due to cost, power con-
sumption, and the required silicon space [11]. A hybrid
router, in fact, contains both the OSPF and OpenFlow
forwarding tables, which increases the required FIB
size significantly. Finally, hybrid SDN networks re-
quire optimization of the SDN router location, or else
their advantages become limited.

To address the challenges of a hybrid SDN control
plane, we propose Centrally Partitioned Distributed
Routing Domains as the operational mode and new
architecture for hybrid networks, or for short SDN
Partitioning. In our approach, SDN switches are used
as border nodes to partition the original distributed
(e.g., OSPF) routing domain into sub-domains. With
OSPF, for instance, the SDN nodes appear to their
legacy neighbors as regular OSPF routers, while they
actually act as simple protocol repeaters that forward
all OSPF messages to the centralized SDN controller,
where protocol messages can be modified before they
are returned to the sending node and then flooded
across the sub-domain border. This in turn allows to re-
configure the routing of traffic between sub-domains by
determining the exit border node on a per-destination
basis. In our scheme, the distributed routing protocol
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remains stable at all times, while inter-sub-domain
routes (which contribute the majority of traffic) are
controlled in a centralized fashion. This paper details
the network architecture with SDN Partitioning, and
provides the complete mathematical background of the
scheme, including the theory and complexity of LSA
generation and the optimization models for typical
network management tasks (i.e., traffic engineering,
capacity planning, and fault recovery) as well as the
used network partitioning method that generalizes a
prominent model for the vertex separator problem.
Our numerical analysis shows that, in all evaluated
measurements, the performance of SDN Partitioning
ranges from significant improvements to regular OSPF
(in its minimum configuration with only two sub-
domains), up to network control capabilities compara-
ble to full SDN deployment (with a partitioning in into
smaller sub-domains).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion II discusses the related work. Section III presents
the technological background and details the assumed
network architecture. Section IV provides the network
model, the mathematical background for the gener-
ation of customized routing updates, and the used
graph partitioning approach. The required optimiza-
tion models for common network management tasks
are explained in Section V. Our numerical evaluation
is presented in Section VI and Section VII concludes
the paper.

II. RELATED WORK AND OUR CONTRIBUTION

Hybrid SDN networking has been analyzed and
explained to a great extent in [5]–[8], [12]. In a hybrid
network, the capability of the SDN controller to insert
higher priority rules into the forwarding tables is a
powerful new feature which in [13] has been coined
as “policy based routing on steroids”. We therefore
refer to this control plane approach in the performance
analysis of this paper (Section VI) as the stacked
hybrid model. In [6], it was analyzed how this hybrid
approach can be used as an efficient migration strategy
for gradual SDN deployment in legacy networks. It
was found that for a given network topology and
migration planning horizon, the sequence in which
IP routers are replaced with SDN-enabled routers
has large impact on network performance. A known
practical implementation of a hybrid control plane is
Google’s B4 [14]. Our architecture is different from
any previously proposed hybrid SDN control plane ar-
chitecture, since traffic through legacy routers can be
steered dynamically by customized protocol messages
from the centralized SDN controller.

In regard to the partitioning of the network, our
method sets the goals similar to the partitioning of an
OSPF domain into areas (defined in RFC 2328 [15]),
where OSPF areas are used to simplify the adminis-
tration of large topologies and to reduce the amount

of protocol traffic. In addition, SDN Partitioning al-
lows SDN-based traffic engineering by controlling the
routes of inter-sub-domain traffic. Also, partitioning a
network into individual OSPF domains and connect-
ing them with the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)
would lead to degree of freedom regarding routing
control almost similar to what our method can offer. In
such a network, BGP could be used for load balancing
similar to [16]. However, our method does not require
the partitioning into multiple autonomous systems and
provides a clean separation from the BGP setup that
a network has already in place. Another approach
partitions the network into zones, whereby each node
belongs to a single zone only [17]. Our partitioning idea
however is different from the zone approach, as a zone
is defined as a set of interconnected nodes controlled
by the same paradigm (i.e., SDN or OSPF). In contrary,
a sub-domain in our approach is a subgraph of OSPF
routers, while the SDN nodes also participate in OSPF.

In regard to the routing protocol and architecture,
this work has a strong relation to, but a distinctive
differences from the line of work published under the
name “Fibbing” by Vissichio et al. in [18] and [19].
The similarity of our proposal and this work is in
the idea to alternate routing in the network by in-
troducing fake information into the legacy routing
protocol (e.g., OSPF). However, the mode of operation,
the requirements, and the expressiveness in our and
the Fibbing schemes are different. While Fibbing re-
quires only to extend the existing network architecture
with the so-called Fibbing controller, SDN Partitioning
necessitates the deployment of SDN-enabled routers.
More in detail, the operational difference is as fol-
lows: Fibbing floods fake external (i.e., Type 5) link-
state advertisements (LSAs) through the network to
extend the actual topology with virtual nodes and
links using the Forwarding Address field in this type
of LSA, which in turn let the actual OSPF nodes
recompute their shortest paths. SDN Partitioning, on
the other hand, uses SDN-enabled routers to inter-
rupt OSPF’s flooding mechanism for all LSAs at sub-
domain borders to allow the continuation of the same
flooding process with customized (i.e., optimized) LSAs
in the neighboring sub-domain. Though both schemes
are limited by OSPF’s destination-based forwarding
behavior, Fibbing is slightly more expressive than
SDN Partitioning, as it provides full control over any
destination’s next hop at any router, whereas SDN
Partitioning preserves OSPF’s control over locally lim-
ited (i.e., intra-sub-domain) traffic. By design, Fibbing
uses the Forwarding Address field in Type 5 LSAs,
which is considered as an “exotic feature” of OSPF
(e.g., see Cisco’s [20] and Juniper’s [21] knowledge base
articles, and [22]). Also, Fibbing depends on external
traffic measurement tools to allow for routing opti-
mizations, whereas SDN Partitioning is self-contained
in this regard: all flows across SDN-enabled routers
are automatically monitored by the central controller.
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Fig. 1: The network architecture of an SDN-partitioned OSPF domain.

The later feature is standard to SDN, since OpenFlow
uses byte counters for all flow table entries. Thus, a
routing optimizer does not need external tools and can
use Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)
link counters from the inside of the sub-domains in
addition to the flow counters. Finally, SDN Partition-
ing decreases the protocol overhead in the network by
simply suppressing those LSAs at border nodes that
are without an effect for the particular sub-domain,
which is not the case in Fibbing.

We note that in this paper, we interchangeably use
the terms SDN and OpenFlow, whereas the latter
actually denotes a protocol (and the de facto stan-
dard) for the communication between the centralized
controller and SDN-enabled devices. Secondly, we also
interchangeably use the terms OSPF and distributed
routing protocol in this paper, whereas in this case,
the former actually denotes a particular variety of the
latter. IS-IS, which is like OSPF a so called link state
routing protocol, applies for all intents and purposes
in this paper. The Routing Information Protocol (RIP),
on the other hand, is a distance vector routing protocol,
which is not flooding topology information, and cannot
be used for SDN Partitioning.

Our contribution
This paper is an major extension of our previous

work [23] and [24]. In [23], we studied traffic engi-
neering in SDN Partitioned networks and showed that
relatively few SDN-capable nodes are needed as com-
pared to full SDN deployment for the same traffic engi-
neering objectives, while [24] used SDN Partitioning to
incorporate dynamic optical circuit provisioning (also
referred to as optical bypass) into the operation of the
load balancer. The mathematical models proposed in
these papers were the basis for the new load balancing
model that we present here in Subsection V-B. The
model developed here has less variables and uses more
pre-computed parameters, which allows the optimiza-
tion of larger topologies. Furthermore, we provide in
this paper two additional optimization models, one for
capacity dimensioning and one for efficient network

fault restoration. We also include more comprehensive
systems and implementation considerations, including
a theoretical analysis of LSA generation. Finally, while
our previous work used a brute force approach to
partition networks, this paper applies a new and effi-
cient method to find balanced vertex separators. This
method generalizes the integer linear programming
(ILP) formulation of the vertex separator problem
published by Balas and de Souza in [25], which in
our version allows for the partitioning of a graph into
an arbitrary number of subgraphs with a surprisingly
good performance. The graph-theoretical aspects of
network partitioning, however, are for the most part
out of scope for the present paper, as we here use it
as a tool to analyze the presented hybrid control plane
scheme.

III. BACKGROUND

Figure 1 illustrates the idea of SDN-based parti-
tioning: SDN-enabled Internet routers replace legacy
routers at some strategic locations. As it is well known,
mesh topologies can be partitioned in various ways: the
more SDN routers in the network the larger the num-
ber of sub-domains. We will go into details of network
partitioning in the next section. Let us assume for the
time being that the best possible partitioning method
was used and as a result the distributed routing do-
main in Figure 1 has been partitioned in three sub-
domains: out of 14 legacy routers, three were replaced
by SDN enabled routers, and the rest of the legacy
routers are now associated with the newly created
distributed routing sub-domains.

The network deploys conventional IP routers that
run OSPF, while three nodes at specific locations have
been replaced with OpenFlow switches that estab-
lish individual control channels to the SDN controller
through their OpenFlow interfaces, and then act as
border nodes to the OSPF partitions (or, sub-domains).
Note that in our network we do not deploy typical hy-
brid routers, i.e., capable of both OSPF and OpenFlow
simultaneously (like [1]). Instead, these are standard
OpenFlow switches. The compatibility of SDN switches
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with legacy routers in our operational scheme is pro-
vided by the fact that SDN switches act as legacy
routers and respond with OSPF-conform protocol mes-
sages, as generated by the SDN controller. All received
OSPF routing protocol messages are – instead of being
flooded to the opposite sub-domain – transferred to
the central SDN controller, which in turn uses this
information to enrich its own global view on the cur-
rent state of the network. The response messages are
in fact not generated by the SDN switches (which
act as packet forwarding switches), but by the SDN
controller, before flooding is continued on the other
side.

In this architecture, legacy routers are neither
aware of the existence of the hybrid control plane,
nor of the fact that they belong to some sub-domain.
Moreover, all legacy routers connecting directly to SDN
border nodes do not recognize any difference to normal
OSPF routers. Across these particular links, the OSPF
neighbor adjacency1 is actually formed between the
OSPF router and the central SDN controller through
the SDN switch. This mechanism remains transparent
for OSPF, such that the SDN switch is nonetheless
considered as regular OSPF router by its legacy neigh-
bors. The control over the routing (of inter-sub-domain
traffic) can now be achieved through the controller’s
manipulation of the global topological view. Please note
that this operational scheme requires the implemen-
tation of the used legacy protocol in the central SDN
controller (which to date is not standard), and to form
neighbor adjacencies to all legacy nodes adjacent to
all SDN nodes. Figure 1 also depicts a Hybrid Net-
work Manager connecting to the SDN controller, which
represents the implementation of various routing op-
timization schemes (like those detailed in Section V)
through various functional components, as well as
the implementation of regular network management
functions (e.g., monitoring, service provisioning, etc.).

Destination 

OSPF Path 

SDN Link 

Source 

Fig. 2: Concatenation of path elements.

A. Routing
In this network architecture, a valid routing path

is a concatenation of OSPF paths and SDN links, as
depicted Figure 2. Note that our particular notion
of the terms OSPF path and SDN link differs from
common usage: We define an SDN link as a directional
connection between an SDN router and any other
(SDN or OSPF) router. An OSPF path is defined as the
unique least cost path (i.e., protocol mechanisms like

1Directly connected OSPF routers use OSPF’s Hello protocol to
form neighbor adjacencies, which is the prerequisite for any further
protocol interaction.

Equal Cost Multi Path are not considered) between a
(non-SDN) OSPF router and any other (SDN or OSPF)
router within the same sub-domain.

Figure 3 further illustrates the routing constraints.
The source node S has exactly one least cost path to
each SDN border node (X and Y ) in Sub-Domain 1.
Thus, the route from S to D starts either with OSPF
path P1 or P2, depending on the aggregated cost
metric for the routing to D, i.e., the aggregated met-
rics along P1 plus the metric advertised by X for
reaching D, and the aggregated metrics along P2 plus
the metric advertised by Y for reaching D. The next
element in the route to D is an SDN link. As an SDN
node’s flow table can be arbitrarily configured, e.g., for
packets matching source addresses S and destination
addresses D, we see that P1 can be continued with
SDN links L1, L2 or L3. In fact, P1 can be continued
even with SDN links L1 and L4 successively. Note the
self loop of the SDN link box in Figure 2: Because
forwarding in SDN nodes is arbitrarily configurable
and not constraint by OSPF, SDN links can be con-
catenated arbitrarily. Arriving at any of the two first
OSPF routers (a or b) in Sub-Domain 2, there is no
choice to be made, because each of the two routers has
only a single OSPF path to border node Z. Finally, Z
can then be configured to forward the packets directly
via link L6 to D, or in case of congestion on that link,
forward the packets via L5 to OSPF node c, from where
the packets again have to take the regular OSPF path
to the destination.

L1
 

a 

b D S 

c 
P1 

P2 

P3 

P4 
P5 

L2 

Sub-Domain 1 Sub-Domain 2 Sub-Domain 3 Y 

X 
Z 

SDN Node 

L2 P3 

Sub-Domains OSPF Node 

SDN Link OSPF Path 

Fig. 3: Constraints on routing in SDN Partitioning.

B. How SDN Partitioning avoids the common mistakes
As mentioned earlier, the common mode of operation

of a hybrid control plane (which we also referred to
as the stacked model) requires that a subset of the
network nodes are hybrid routers, i.e., routers capable
of both OSPF and OpenFlow simultaneously. This
operational mode exhibits a number of design flaws.

First, the FIB in a hybrid router is required to hold
forwarding entries of OpenFlow and OSPF. As the FIB
is commonly implemented in hardware to meet the
requirements of interface line rates, it uses TCAM that
can perform memory lookups in one clock cycle. This
type of memory is known to be expensive, power hun-
gry, and demanding in terms of silicon space [11]. As a
result, hybrid routers are either provided with weakly
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Fig. 4: Two views of the same network: (a) the actual
topology and the partitioning of the network, and (b)
how it’s represented to the nodes in sub-domain k.

dimensioned FIBs or are significantly more expensive
than OSPF or OpenFlow routers. SDN Partitioning, on
the contrary, does not require hybrid routers, and plain
OpenFlow switches are sufficient. The OSPF protocol
is taken care of in the central controller and the border
nodes forward all OSPF messages in a simple repeater
mode: incoming messages from OSPF neighbors are
forwarded through the OpenFlow channel to the cen-
tral controller, and vice versa.

Second, in case of network failures the two rout-
ing systems in the stacked model remain unaware of
each other’s configurations. As a consequence, failure
recovery requires individual and sequential recovery
processes, as the SDN part of the network has to wait
for the OSPF part to completely converge before it
can start its own routing optimization and reconfigur-
ing. To make matters worse, both control planes may
jointly cause forwarding anomalies, like routing loops
and black holes [10], due to individual and mutually
inconsistent recovery actions. All of this is not the case
in SDN-partitioned networks, as its hybrid control and
management system is aware of the network status
(topology, routing, and link utilization) in all OSPF
sub-domains, as it receives according LSAs in case
of a failure instantly. The complete visibility of the
network allows our system to pre-calculate actions
for network failures to an extent, albeit the challenge
would remain in case of multiple failures.

Finally, SDN-enabled routers need to be optimally
located in a network with a stacked hybrid control
plane. Like many other studies, we also have analyzed
the SDN switch location problem in [6], where we
also detail that a poor deployment strategy can lead
to a significantly lower performance. However, loca-
tion optimization is questionable under dynamic traffic
conditions, as new high priority traffic flows may not
pass enough hybrid routers to provide sufficient traffic
engineering capabilities. For fairness, SDN-partitioned
networks can suffer from the same issue, especially
in large sub-domains. However, SDN Partitioning can
avoid this pitfall more easily: A flow with a long

routing path is most likely traversing multiple sub-
domains, and traffic engineering capabilities are pro-
vided in a per-sub-domain fashion.

IV. NETWORK MODEL

This section focuses on the theoretical background,
problem complexity, and algorithms of the two funda-
mental building blocks in our network model: routing
modification via LSA generation and network parti-
tioning. The notation used is summarized in Table I.

Set Meaning

Xk ⊆ X
subset Xk denotes all elements
x ∈ X that belong to sub-domain k

R set of all sub-domain-internal (OSPF) nodes r
B set of all border (SDN) nodes b
N set of all nodes n with N = R ∪B
Nk set of all nodes in N\(Rk ∪Bk)

[1,K] set of all sub-domains k
L set of all links ` = (n1, n2)

F set of all traffic flows f
P set of all paths p
M set of all metric vectors ~m

E set of all exit vectors ~e
Q set of all quantity vectors ~q
T set of all link capacity types t
Y set of all linear cost functions y

Integer Meaning

m(n1, n2) metric of link (n1, n2)

δ(r, b) metric distance between r and b

δ(r, b, d, ~m)
aggregated metric distance from r

via b to d with advertised ~m

cp(t) capacity of link type t ∈ T
cp(`) capacity of link ` ∈ L
cost(x) cost associated with entity x

dm(p)
traffic demand of the flow

that corresponds to path p

Boolean Meaning

cr(f, p)
flow f corresponds to path p (i.e., both

have the same src. and dest. nodes)
dst(p, d) d ∈ N is the destination of path p

tr(p, `) path p traverses link `

cons(p, ~m)
using path p is consistent with

the advertisement of ~m

TABLE I: Summary of Notation

SDN Partitioning allows to advertise topology in-
formation customized per sub-domain, as illustrated
in Figure 4: the original topology and its partitioning
(shown in Subfig. a) is not exposed to the nodes in
sub-domain k (i.e., nodes 1, 2, and 3). Instead, the
customized view provided to these nodes pretends that
both border nodes a and b have direct links to all other
nodes (like shown in Subfig. b). This way, the exit node
for each inter-sub-domain flow can be determined on
a per-destination basis simply by setting the OSPF
link weights of the virtual connections. For instance,
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setting x and y determines how traffic for d exits sub-
domain k. Please note that the OSPF nodes 1, 2, and 3
are not aware of the fact that they form a sub-domain,
and believe that the border SDN nodes a and b are
regular OSPF neighbors.

The expressiveness of routing in SDN-partitioned
networks is constraint by the requirement that the
usage of routing paths must be consistent with the
advertised link metrics. More precisely, the routes of
all flows, which start at the OSPF nodes r1 . . . rα of
the same sub-domain and that are destined for the
same sub-domain-external destination d, depend on
the metrics m(b1, d) . . .m(bβ , d) in the set of LSAs that
has been advertised for d by the border (SDN) routers
b1 . . . bβ of that sub-domain. It can be seen in Figure 4
that traffic flows, which enter the network through
a node of sub-domain k and exit the network, for
example, through node d, leave sub-domain k either
via node a or b, depending on the aggregated OSPF
link metrics to the border nodes plus the metric m(a, d)
advertised by a and m(b, d) advertised by b (denoted
as x and y in Figure 4b) for the virtual links to d. If
we assume that all links inside the sub-domain have
an identical metric of 10, we can see all four possible
routing scenarios in Figure 5. A field is marked green,
if it represents the least cost path for a set of cost met-
rics. To give a counterexample for an impossible route
combination, consider in Figure 4b the two routes
1 → 2 → 3 → b → d and 3 → 2 → 1 → a → d.
There is no set of metrics (m(a, d),m(b, d)) that can
be advertised by border nodes a and b that would
allow this combination of routes, as the use of path
1→ 2→ 3→ b→ d presupposes
m(1, 2)+m(2, 3) +m(3, b) +m(b, d) < m(1, a) +m(a, d)

⇒ m(b, d) < m(a, d)

and the use of path 3→ 2→ 1→ a→ d presupposes
m(3, 2)+m(2, 1) +m(1, a) +m(a, d) < m(3, b) +m(b, d)

⇒ m(a, d) < m(b, d)

which is a contradiction. Consequently, the number
of actually available route combinations is assumably
less than the number of possible flow / exit node
combinations.
Uniqueness: A network with a set of nodes N con-
tains a set of OSPF nodes R and a set of SDN border
nodes B with N = R ∪ B. A network partitioned into
K sub-domains is denoted as K-partitioned, and the
sub-domains are ordered and numbered 1, 2, . . .K in a
unique fashion. Also, each node n ∈ N has a network-
wide unique identifier. Each node r ∈ R belongs to a
single sub-domain, and there is a subset Rk of OSPF
nodes for each sub-domain k. The |Rk| = α nodes in
Rk are ordered R = (r1 . . . rα) in a unique fashion
(e.g., lexicographically regarding their ID). Each (SDN)
border node b ∈ B belongs to multiple sub-domains,
but for each sub-domain k, the order of its β border
nodes Bk = (b1 . . . bβ) is unique as well. Furthermore,

node 1 2 3

aggregated metric to a 10 20 30
aggregated metric to b 30 20 10

aggregated metric to d  via a 20 30 40 x = 10
aggregated metric to d  via b 70 60 50 y = 40

aggregated metric to d  via a 20 30 40 x = 10
aggregated metric to d  via b 55 45 35 y = 25

aggregated metric to d  via a 35 45 55 x = 25
aggregated metric to d  via b 40 30 20 y = 10

aggregated metric to d  via a 50 60 70 x = 40
aggregated metric to d  via b 40 30 20 y = 10

Fig. 5: Determination of exit nodes for flows to des-
tination node d from nodes 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 4b,
depending on the advertised link metrics x and y.

we denote Nk = Rk ∪Bk as the set of all (i.e., domain-
internal and border) nodes of sub-domain k and Nk =
N\Nk as the set of all nodes external to sub-domain k.
Distance: Each link (n1, n2) is assigned an integer
link metric value m(n1, n2) and mk(n1, n2) denotes a
dynamic metric (i.e., one that can be modified by the
central controller) which is advertised in sub-domain
k. A metric distance δ(r1, b) is defined as the summa-
tion of link metrics m(r1, r2) + m(r2, r3) . . . + m(rn, b)
along the n hop least cost path between an OSPF node
r1 and an SDN border node b of the same sub-domain.
All distances solely depend on the initial configuration
of link metrics at OSPF nodes, and we assume that
the configuration of those link metrics is static. We
accordingly assume that distances are static for all
sub-domains. Furthermore, we assume that least cost
paths are unique (i.e., there exists always exactly one
least cost path between any two nodes in the same sub-
domain with metric distance δ) and no mechanisms
like Equal Cost Multi Path are in use. Finally, as a
border node b belongs to multiple sub-domains, dy-
namic metrics for a sub-domain-external destination d
are advertised on a per-sub-domain basis as m(b, d, k)
and additionally indicated by the sub-domain to which
they belong.
Metric vector: A set of link metrics that can be
advertised by the β border nodes of Bk for a des-
tination d ∈ Nk is denoted as metric vector ~m =
(m(b1, d, k),m(b2, d, k), . . .m(bβ , d, k)). The components
of a metric vector are ordered according to the ordering
of the correspondent border nodes in that sub-domain
and the ith component m(bi, d, k) is denoted as ~mi. A
metric vector is valid, if the advertisement of its link
metrics lead to a nonambiguous single path routing
scenario (i.e., without resulting in multiple least cost
paths between any pair of nodes). Two metric vectors
~m ≡ ~m′ are equivalent if they result in the same
routing. In other words, if we alter ~m to ~m′ such
that the changes of its elements are small enough
and few enough, the routing will not change and we
call the vectors equivalent. The equivalence class [~m]
of a metric vector is the set of all metric vectors
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~m′ with ~m′ ≡ ~m. As equivalence in routing means
redundancy, we ignore all other elements of [~m] other
than a single representative element ~m. The set of
all valid, non-equivalent (i.e. representative) metric
vectors in sub-domain k is denoted Mk. Please note
that we interchangeably use the terms metric vector
and the less formal but more common LSA set.
Exit vector: We denote the metric distance from node
r via border node b to destination d with link metrics
~m advertised for d as δ(r, b, d, ~m). The exit border node
e(r, d, ~m) ∈ Bk for packets from a node r ∈ Rk to a
destination d ∈ Nk can now be determined by the
used metric vector ~m that was advertised for d in sub-
domain k as follows:

∀k ∈ [1,K], ∀d ∈ Nk, ∀r ∈ Rk, ∀~m ∈Mk :

e(r, d, ~m) = b′ if δ(r, b′, d, ~m) = min{δ(r, b, d, ~m)|b ∈ Bk}

The exit vector ~e(k, d, ~m) = (e(r1, d, ~m), . . . , e(rα, d, ~m))
in sub-domain k for packets from the α nodes r ∈ Rk
to the external destination d ∈ Nk is defined as the
set of used exit border nodes (in the order according to
Rk). We can shorten the notation to e(r, ~m) and ~e(k, ~m)
respectively, as the actual destination is irrelevant for
generic considerations on exit nodes and exit vectors.
We denote Ek = {~e(k, ~m)|~m ∈ Mk} as the set of all
exit vectors in sub-domain k. Please note that the
mapping Mk → Ek is bijective by definition, as each
representative metric vector determines one unique
routing scenario.
Quantity vector: The subset Rk(b, ~m) ⊆ Rk contains
all domain-internal nodes of sub-domain k that use
border node b as exit in case ~m ∈ Mk was advertised
in sub-domain k. If ~e(k, ~m) is given, we can determine
how many OSPF nodes of Rk use a specific b ∈ Bk as
exit. We denote this measure as quantity vector:

~q(k, ~m) = (|Rk(b1, ~m)|, . . . , |Rk(bβ , ~m)|)

We denote the set of all quantity vectors in sub-domain
k as Qk = {~q(k, ~m)|~m ∈ Mk}. The mapping Ek → Qk
is obviously surjective, because each element ~q(k, ~m) ∈
Qk is by definition generated by one element ~e(k, ~m) ∈
Ek. More interestingly, the mapping is also injective
and thus has a unique inverse mapping Ek ← Qk, as
we can always uniquely determine an exit vector if the
quantity vector is given, which in turn has practical
relevance regarding the complexity of the computation
of all Mk of a network.
Proof of injectivity: The injectivity of Ek → Qk can
be proven by contradiction, if we assume that there ex-
ists a quantity vector ~q(k, ~m) that can be generated by
two different exit vectors ~e(k, ~m), ~g(k, ~m′) with ~m 6≡ ~m′,
and thus ~e 6= ~g: A quantity vector is determined by an
exit vector by counting the occurrence of border nodes
in it. It follows that if ~e 6= ~g transform into the same
quantity vector, ~g has to be a permutation of ~e. In other
words, the number of occurrences of each border node
is the same in ~e and ~g, and only their inner ordering

is different. Such a permutation implies that a subset
X ∈ Rk of OSPF nodes has swapped their exit nodes.
Exit swapping, however, can in general be described
as some OSPF node r1 initially using border node b1
and some other OSPF node r2 using b2 as exit with
m(b1), m(b2) advertised by b1, b2, or more formal:

δ(r1, b1) +m(b1) < δ(r1, b2) +m(b2)

and
δ(r2, b2) +m(b2) < δ(r2, b1) +m(b1)

This can be reformulated to
c1 < m(b1)−m(b2) < c2

with constant values
c1 = δ(r2, b2)− δ(r2, b1) < c2 = δ(r1, b2)− δ(r1, b1) (F)

The different metrics m′(b1), m′(b2) must now lead to
the swapping of exit nodes, i.e., to

c1 > m′(b1)−m′(b2) > c2

which however implies c1 > c2 and thus contradicts
the relation marked with (F). �

A. LSA Generation Algorithm
The injectivity of Ek → Qk has profound impact on

the complexity of our algorithm that generates Mk in
our network, as the metric vectors can be identified
based on quantity vectors rather than exit vectors. The
search space of all metric vectors spans O(βα) (with
|Rk| = α and |Bk| = β), while the search space of
all quantity vectors only spans O(

(
β+α−1

α

)
). A simple

numerical example demonstrates the simplification:
the upper bound on the number of metric vectors in
a sub-domain with 4 SDN border nodes and 8 domain-
internal OSPF nodes is 165 instead of 65536. The
algorithm we developed to determine all metric vectors
can be thought of as a tally counter, which always
advances the element with the smallest index i (i.e.,
the metric with the smallest index i in ~m) a single
step (i.e., till the point where another OSPF node stops
using the according border node bi as exit), until that
element has reached the end (i.e., that metric is so
large that bi is no longer the exit node for any OSPF
node). In that event, that element is turned back to
zero and the subsequent element is advanced, and
so on. The algorithm works in detail as follows: The
initial metric vector ~m0 = (m1, . . . ,mβ) ∈ Mk has
values m1 = 0 and mx = (x − 1) · (1 + ∆max

k ) for all
2 ≤ x ≤ β with ∆max

k as the maximum difference
between any two metric distances in sub-domain k:

∆max
k = max{δ(r, b)− δ(r′, b′)|r, r′ ∈ Rk, b, b′ ∈ Bk}

The quantity vector for this metric vector is ~q =
(α, 0, . . . , 0), as all |Rk| = α OSPF nodes in Rk will use
the first border node as exit. (Please note our notation:
the nth component of ~a is denoted ~an and the ith ele-
ment of a set of vectors A is denoted ~ai.) The remaining
metric vectors are generated iteratively, such that the
zth metric vector ~mz is a copy of the yth metric vector
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Input: Rk, Bk, δ(r, b), ~my
Output: ~mz

// Step 1: Determine the component index i
for n := β to 0 do

if ~myn > 0 then
i := n;

end
end
if i = β then

Terminate Algorithm!
end

// Step 2: Determine value v
v := ∆max

k ;
for n := i+ 1 to β do

for q := 0 to α do
if v > δ(rq , bn) + ~myn then

v := δ(rq , bn) + ~myn + 1;
end

end
end

// Step 3: Generate ~mz
~mz := ~my;
~mzi := ~mzi + v;

for n := i− 1 to 0 do
~mzn := 0;

end

Algorithm 1: Generation of a Metric Vector

~my (where z = y−1) with its ith component (i.e., metric)
increased by value v as detailed in Algorithm 1.

Among all representative metric vectors of Mk, this
algorithm generates additionally a number of equiva-
lent and a few non-valid ones, which have to be filtered
out after the algorithm terminated.

a b c 

Fig. 6: A graph can be partitioned by removing
a) edges, b) vertices, or c) faces.

B. Network Partitioning
Finding a good partitioning for a given topology is

basically a graph theoretical discipline called graph
partitioning, which has applications in many scien-
tific and technical areas. Formally, the partitioning
of a graph is a grouping of the graph’s nodes into
subgraphs, such that every node is included in one
and only one of the subgraphs. More precisely, we
define a k-way partitioning P k of graph G = (N,L)
as P k = {T1, T2, . . . Tk} with

⋃
i Ti = N and

⋂
i Ti = ∅.

Graph partitioning is in general achieved by the (log-
ical) deletion (or cut) of some type of graph element,
like shown in Figure 6. In our case, as the application
of graph partitioning is the segmentation of an OSPF
domain into nonadjacent sub-domains by determining
a set of SDN-enabled sub-domain border nodes, the
graph theoretical problem we are dealing with is the

Real Meaning

κ(k) utilization cost assigned to subgraph k

Integer Meaning

ε(k) number of nodes in subgraph k

Boolean Meaning

γ(n, k) node n is part of subgraph k

µ(n) node n is a border node

TABLE II: Variables for network partitioning

search for a so-called vertex separator. This is a set of
nodes ψ ⊂ N , such that the removal of ψ partitions G
into k mutually unconnected subgraphs T1, T2, . . . Tk.
We assume that a graph is undirected, as we model IP
networks, where all links are bidirectional.

For the most applications, determining a set of edges
to be cut (the so called cut set) is the natural approach
for graph partitioning, which is also why the vast ma-
jority of algorithms that can be found in the literature
tries to find a minimum cut set with some balanc-
ing constraint regarding the number (or aggregated
weight) of nodes in the subgraphs [26]. A straightfor-
ward approach to find a good vertex separator is there-
fore to adapt one of these algorithms, simply by letting
it derive a minimum cut set and to find a minimum
adjacent node set (i.e., a minimum set of nodes, whose
removal also removes the cut set), which however is
not necessarily optimal. We therefore formulated an
ILP model of network partitioning, which is based on
the vertex separator ILP model published by Balas
and de Souza in [25]. While the latter is limited to
only two subgraphs, constrains an upper bound on the
imbalance of the subgraph sizes, and has the objective
of minimizing the vertex separator (i.e., the number
of SDN border nodes in our application), we find our
approach more applicable to our specific networking
problem: It allows for the partitioning of a graph into
an arbitrary number K of subgraphs, constrains the
number of SDN nodes, and has the objective to balance
the sizes of all K subgraphs. Our approach results in
extremely balanced subgraph sizes. The fundamental
idea remains however the same: Each node either
belongs to a single connected subgraph or is a vertex
separator (i.e., SDN) node, thus we can demand that
a node belongs to the same subgraph as any of its
direct neighbors, unless the node or the neighbor is an
SDN node. This way, we force all node subsets to be
pairwise unconnected and disjunct. We then balance
the partitioning by putting a punishment cost on each
subgraph that quadratically increases with its size,
and then minimize the total cost over all subgraphs.
We used the notation (if not already determined in
Table I) that is shown in Table II.

Our objective function is defined as

Minimize
∑

k∈[1,K]

κ(k)
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Fig. 7: Cost266 topology partitioned into 2,4, and 10
sub-domains.

This objective requires a constraint that determines
the cost per sub-domain, such that it increases, as
described above, quadratically with its size. However,
as a quadratically increasing function can not be used
in linear optimization, we have to determine the cost
increase with a piecewise linear inequation over a set
Y of linear functions:

∀y ∈ Y, ∀k ∈ [1,K] : κ(k) ≥ ya · ε(k) + yb

We here apply the linear cost functions y ∈ Y similar
to the first constraint of the traffic engineering model
in Subsection V-B as lower bound on the cost. Now we
need to determine the size of sub-domain k simply by
counting all its nodes:

∀k ∈ [1,K] : ε(k) =
∑
n∈N

γ(n, k)

This in turn requires a constraint that assures that
each node is either an SDN node or it belongs to a
single sub-domain:

∀n ∈ N : µ(n) +
∑

k∈[1,K]

γ(n, k) = 1

The next constraint assures that neighboring nodes
belong to the same sub-domain:

∀k ∈ [1,K], ∀i, j ∈ N with (i, j) ∈ L :

γ(i, k)− µ(i) ≥ γ(j, k)

This constraint assures that node j belongs to sub-
domain k only if its neighbor i belongs to the same sub-
domain or is an SDN node. Finally, the next constraint
limits the total number of nodes that can be SDN-
enabled to the upper bound MAX:∑

n∈N
µ(n) ≤MAX

The model solves quickly for networks with |N | <
50, which allows to fine tune parameters K, MAX,
and to additionally introduce lower and upper bounds
lb ≤ ε ≤ ub on the subgraph size. The partitioning of
various samples topologies is illustrated in Figures 7,
8, and 9.

V. NETWORK OPTIMIZATIONS

A. Capacity Dimensioning
Capacity dimensioning is an important network

management task, where the links of a network are
re-dimensioned by the operator to accommodate the
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Fig. 8: Janos-US-CA topology partitioned into 2, 4, 6,
and 10 sub-domains.
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Fig. 9: Nobel-EU topology partitioned into 2, 4, and 6
sub-domains.

network capacity to the changing traffic demands for
the next planning period. Shortest path routing would
always result in minimum capacity requirements, if
link capacities could be commissioned in arbitrary
sizes, but link capacities are available in our assumed
transport network architecture only in fixed granular-
ities (i.e., 10 Gbps, 40 Gbps, and 100 Gbps) and with
each capacity type there is a cost associated for the
required devices in the optical layer (i.e., transponders,
line cards, energy, etc.). Capacity planning is trivial in
OSPF networks, when the routing remains unchanged
and the traffic demand is known for the next planning
period: if the estimated traffic load on a link exceeds
a certain utilization threshold, the link is provisioned
with the next larger capacity granularity. However,
more sophisticated control planes allow to steer the
routing to avoid underutilized links (and thus capacity
wasting), which for instance occur in case of an esti-
mated demand of 11 Gbps in the next planning period
on a link that was previously provisioned with 10 Gbps
capacity: This link requires an upgrade to the next
capacity level (i.e., 40 Gbps) and will exhibit a poor
utilization of less than 28% during the next planning
period. A sophisticated control plane thus routes the
traffic flows such that poorly utilized links are avoided,
which allows to reduce the total capacity requirements
to the actual demand. We will explain in this subsec-
tion the mathematical model for capacity planning in
SDN-partitioned OSPF networks. The objective of this
model is to determine the traffic routing that requires
the minimum total cost for the provisioned link capac-
ities, while it suffices all architectural constraints. In
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Boolean Meaning

ψ(`, t) capacity type t is used on link `

ϕ(~m, d)
metric vector ~m is advertised

for destination d

ρ(p) path p is used

TABLE III: Variables for capacity dimensioning

addition to the parameters summarized in Table I we
use the variables in Table III.

The objective function of this model minimizes the
summation of the cost for the commissioned capacity
types of all links in the network:

Minimize
∑
`∈L

∑
t∈T

ψ(`, t) · cost(t)

subject to all constraints explained below. The first
constraint limits the amount of traffic on a link to
the commissioned link capacity in consideration of the
maximum allowed link utilization umax:
∀` ∈ L :

∑
p∈P

ρ(p) · tr(p, l) ·dm(p) ≤
∑
t∈T

ψ(`, t) · cp(t) ·umax

We need three additional constraints on routing and
the use of metric vectors, which are also required in the
subsequent mathematical models (and we therefore
assigned reference numbers). The first one assures
that exactly one path will be used for each flow f
(which corresponds to a specific source-destination pair
of nodes) in the network, i.e.,

∀f ∈ F :
∑
p∈P

ρ(p) · cr(f, p) = 1 (1)

Please note that all possible routing paths are pre-
computed according to the scheme’s inherent working
principle and subsumed in P , in order to reduce the
complexity of this ILP model. The second routing con-
straint guarantees that the choice of paths to be used is
segment-wise (i.e., per sub-domain) consistent with the
link-weight-based routing behavior of OSPF routers:

∀k ∈ [1,K], ∀p ∈ P, ∀d ∈ Nk with dst(p, d) :

ρ(p) ≤
∑
~m∈Mk

ϕ(~m, d) · cons(p, ~m) (2)

The precomputed parameter cons(p, ~m) is 1 only if the
advertisement of link metrics in ~m in sub-domain k
for destination d lead to an OSPF forwarding behavior
such that the exit border node in k is contained in path
p, and 0 otherwise.

Finally, we need a constraint to assure that in each
sub-domain exactly one metric vector is advertised for
each sub-domain-external destination:

∀k ∈ [1,K], ∀d ∈ Nk :
∑
~m∈Mk

ϕ(~m, d) = 1 (3)

B. Traffic Engineering
Traffic engineering is an important network man-

agement task, where the routing of traffic flows is
changed to balance the traffic load over all network

Real Meaning

κ(`) utilization cost assigned to link `

Boolean Meaning

ϕ(~m, d)
metric vector ~m is advertised

for destination d

ρ(p) path p is used

TABLE IV: Variables for load balancing

links (i.e., to even up their utilization). We will now
explain the mathematical model for traffic engineering
in SDN-partitioned OSPF networks. In addition to
the parameters summarized in Table I we use the
variables in Table IV.

The objective function minimizes the summation of
the utilization cost of all links in the network:

Minimize
∑
`∈L

κ(`)

subject to all constraints explained below. The first
constraint assigns the utilization cost to all links based
on the utilization of the link and the linear cost func-
tions:

` ∈ L, ∀y ∈ Y :

κ(`) ≥ ya ·

(∑
f∈F

(
dm(f)

cp(`)

∑
p∈P

ρ(p) ·tr(p, `) ·cr(f, p)
))

+yb

On the right-hand side of this inequation, the summa-
tion over p ∈ P is just a boolean indicating whether
there is a path used for the considered flow f that
traverses the considered link `. If this is the case, we
add the demand of the flow divided by the capacity of
the link to the utilization term, which is the summa-
tion over all flows f ∈ F (i.e., the term in the largest
brackets). Finally, the assignment of utilization cost κ
to the link depends on all linear cost functions y ∈ Y ,
i.e., a particular y generates a lower bound on the cost
by multiplying the utilization with a constant ya and
adding another constant yb. Additionally, we need only
three more constraints to complete the model, which
are however the same as Eq.1, Eq.2, Eq.3 on routing
and metric vectors like in the previous model.

C. Failure Recovery
Failure recovery is the ability of a control plane to

react on failures in the network with an alternative
valid routing (i.e., without routing loops and black
holes) to avoid further traffic loss. We will now explain
the mathematical model for failure recovery in SDN-
partitioned OSPF networks. Its objective is to react on
link failures with the fewest possible routing updates,
while at the same time avoiding over-utilization on any
link. The two objectives are conflicting, which requires
to trade routing stability off against balanced link
utilizations. This model resembles the previous one
for the most part, because the mechanism basically
load balances again, but here with a punishment on
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new link metric advertisements to keep the routing in
the OSPF part of the hybrid control plane as stable as
possible. However, routing changes through updates in
the flow tables of the SDN border nodes are considered
as invisible for OSPF and therefore do not provoke
routing recomputation in legacy nodes. Therefore, our
objective function resembles the one of the previous
model, and additionally considers only the (stability)
cost of metric changes (and not routing changes in
general). We assume that in case of a failure on link
` in sub-domain k failure recovery is carried out as
follows: all OSPF paths in sub-domain k that contain
link ` are recomputed by the sub-domain’s OSPF nodes
(which is conform to regular OSPF operation), which in
turn changes the affected δ(r, b), and thus the mapping
of the pre-computed metric vectors ~m ∈ Mk to the
exit vectors ~e ∈ Ek. All these parameters and the
entire set of available routing paths P have to be
recomputed as well for the here presented recovery
model. The objective function is a minimization of the
link utilization cost (like in the previous model) plus
the (stability) cost for link metrics that are changed
through the recovery process:

Minimize:
∑
`∈L

κ(`) +
∑
ϕ

ϕ · cost(ϕ)

We define the here used cost parameter cost(ϕ) for
the advertisement of metric vectors as the number of
individual metric changes multiplied by a predefined
punishment cost. In other words, all components of a
metric vector ~m advertised for a specific destination
through failure recovery, which are different from the
metric vector advertised for the same destination be-
fore the link failure are counted and multiplied with
some punishment cost. This punishment cost is then
summarized over all metric advertisement variables ϕ
and added to the objective function.

VI. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

For our performance analysis, we used the Cost266,
the Janos-US-CA, and the Nobel-EU topologies from
the SNDlib library [27]. Figure 10 shows the results
of capacity planning in relation to the requirements
of an OSPF-controlled network. OSPF is taken as
worst case, as no load balancing is applied, whereas
all other operational schemes allow to optimize the
routing to improve resource utilization, which in turn
allows to reduce the link capacities. Figure 10 com-
pares the capacity requirements in the three differ-
ent network topologies depending on the used control
scheme, whereas the SDN Partitioning results are fur-
thermore classified depending on the actually applied
partitioning into sub-domains of the initial topology.
The Cost266 topology and the used partitionings into
2, 4, and 10 sub-domains is depicted in Figure 7, the
Janos-US-CA topology with partitionings into 2, 4, 6,
and 10 sub-domains is depicted in Figure 8, and the
Nobel-EU topology with partitionings into 2, 4, and 6
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Fig. 10: Required link capacities in the different topolo-
gies depending on the used control plane scheme (nor-
malized to OSPF requirements).

sub-domains is depicted in Figure 9. We compare the
performance of SDN Partitioning (using the optimiza-
tion model introduced in Subsect. V-A) furthermore
with full SDN deployment and the most commonly
used hybrid SDN/OSPF control plane scheme (denoted
as the “stacked” hybrid scheme), where all nodes par-
ticipate in OSPF and hybrid nodes can additionally
be configured dynamically with high priority routing
rules. For this scheme we assumed that (at least) 50%
of all nodes are SDN-enabled and the optimal location
of these nodes was determined based on the location
optimization method in [6]. The actual number of
SDN-enabled and legacy OSPF nodes is given in the
second and third column of Figure 10.

The evaluation of capacity requirements were car-
ried out as follows: we used the initially unpartitioned
network for the “OSPF” case, assigned uniform link
metrics, and determined the OSPF least cost paths,
which resulted in minimum hop count routing. We
then assigned uniformly distributed traffic demands
to all source-destination pairs in the network and
rescaled them all with the same scaling factor, such
that the maximum link load is set to 80 Gbit/s. We
assigned minimum capacities to all links such that
no link loads exceeds 80% of the link’s capacity. We
assumed that link capacities are available in gran-
ularities 10 Gbit/s, 40 Gbit/s, and 100 Gbit/s. All
other results in Figure 10 show the minimum ca-
pacity requirements of the according control plane
scheme after the routing has been optimized under
the schemes’ individual routing constraints. The first
noticeable characteristic of this result is that all eval-
uated schemes are able to save considerable amounts
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Fig. 11: Histograms of link utilization of the different
control plane schemes.

of link capacity compared to OSPF. This was however
to be expected, as link utilization is not considered in
the routing algorithm of OSPF, which thus can lead to
significant capacity wasting. Packets are solely routed
via shortest (i.e., least metric cost) paths, which may
result in link loads that slightly exceed link capacity
granularities (e.g., 11 Gbit/s traffic load necessitates
40 Gbit/s link capacity). More remarkable is however,
to what extent SDN Partitioning can keep up with or
even outperform the 50% and 100% SDN deployment.
It can be seen in the figure that the partitioning with
the most sub-domains is relatively close to the result
of full SDN deployment in each tested topology. We
generally conclude that a migration to SDN-enabled
devices beyond the requirements of SDN Partitioning
(with small sub-domains) can not result in significant
further capacity savings. Another remarkable outcome
of this evaluation is the fact that SDN Partitioning
outperforms stacked hybrid SDN/OSPF operation with
only a fraction of the required SDN-enabled nodes. It
can finally be seen that even the partitioning into only
two sub-domains can considerably improve resource
utilization compared to plain OSPF, while the number
of required SDN nodes is notably low.

Figure 11 shows the performance of load balancing
in the Janos-US-CA topology in the form of histograms
of link utilization, defined as the frequency of the
occurrence of a particular link utilization value. The
according experiments were carried out as follows: As
initial scenario we used the traffic and link capacity
values determined in the OSPF case of the previous
experiment. The blue area in the figure depicts how
OSPF utilizes the deployed links, which covers a wide
range. This was again used as worst case result with-
out any load balancing. We then used the routing
optimization model detailed in Subsection V-B to bal-
ance the link loads such that the occurrence of higher
utilization degrees is less frequent. We again used
the identical objective for the 50% (stacked hybrid)
and the complete SDN deployment. The utilization
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Fig. 12: Histograms of the averaged link utilization
of the different control plane schemes after the occur-
rence of a link failure.

cost function is superimposed in the figure (shown as
the dotted red “Cost” plot). The optimality bound for
load balancing is the case where all links are exactly
equally utilized, which would result in a histogram
with a single peak with 100% of links. Indeed, the his-
togram of full SDN deployment (plotted as gray area)
exhibits a strong peak (54.1% of all links) right below
50% link utilization, which is exactly the upper bound
of the “zero cost zone” (i.e., links with ≤ 50% utilization
cause zero cost in the routing optimization model).
This result can be considered as the best case result for
load balancing when routing is not constrained. Fig-
ure 11 also shows the histograms for SDN Partitioning
with 2 (dotted black line) and 10 (solid black line)
sub-domains. (Please note that due to clarity of this
illustration we omitted the plots for SDN Partitioning
with 4 and 6 sub-domains, which however – if plotted
in the same figure – would smoothly integrate between
the plots for 2 and 10 sub-domains.) SDN Partitioning
with 10 sub-domains allows for extensive routing con-
trol resulting in load balancing performance close to
full SDN deployment, which indicates that a relatively
small number of SDN-enabled routers (even compared
to the stacked hybrid scheme with 50% SDN-enabled
nodes, plotted as solid red line) can enable almost
full traffic engineering capabilities in a network. The
figure also shows that SDN Partitioning with only
2 sub-domains can already considerably improve the
load distribution compared to regular OSPF operation.

Our final result is depicted in Figure 12 and shows
(like in the previous result in the form of link utiliza-
tion histograms) to what extent the compared opera-
tional schemes can handle the occurrence of a sudden
fiber cut in the network. This experiment was carried
out based on the previous load-balancing scenario,
where we simply deleted one link and reoptimized
the routing. The results are averaged over all possible
link failures in the network. For this experiment, we
shifted the cost function to 80% in order to avoid
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only over-utilized links (which can easily occur in
case of a fiber cut), while trying to minimize the
number of events2 in the OSPF part of the control
plane. In other words, routing optimization using the
formulation in V-C aims on fewest LSAs and re-routes
flows only in case of over-utilized (or failed) links. The
distribution of link utilizations in case no routing re-
optimization is possible – which is the case in OSPF
– is shown as the blue area. Here, OSPF only assures
that all nodes compute valid new shortest path routes,
which is based only on link metrics and completely
ignores the traffic load. Consequently, OSPF leads to
the largest number of congested links. (See Table V for
a numerical congestion comparison.) SDN Partitioning
with 2 sub-domains (i.e., the control plane scheme with
the weakest control on routing) is plotted as dotted
black line and can already provide significant im-
provements compared to OSPF in terms of congestion.
More sophisticated routing control is provided by SDN
Partitioning with 10 sub-domains (solid black line) and
stacked hybrid control with 50% SDN-enabled routers
(solid red line), which both lead to a significant peak
at the lower cost bound at 80% link utilization on the
one hand, and decreased congestion on the other hand.
Full SDN deployment (plotted as gray area) can almost
completely avoid congestion in our experimental set
up. Please note that it is common in operative IP
networks either to provide protection (i.e., idle backup
links) or to overprovision link capacities such that
congestion is avoided in case of link failures, which
is expensive in terms of required capacity.

In the same experiment we measured the amount
of excess traffic (i.e., packets that are dropped due to
overloaded links) after the control plane has finished
all its routing reconfigurations after a link failure.
(Note that traffic loss during routing reconfiguration
is ignored in this table, as we assume that its duration
is very short compared to the duration of the link
failure.) These measurements are provided in Table V,
which additionally provides the average fraction of
links that exhibit congestion and a measure on OSPF
routing stability quantified by the number of actually
performed routing recomputations in OSPF routers.
Given our assumption of an initial link utilization
threshold of 80%, a link failure in such an “econom-
ically” dimensioned OSPF network leads to drastic
service degradation, which – on average – already
entail more than 0.7% of all packets dropped due
to congestion (which also implies increased packet
delays). Even though packet loss can not be avoided
completely under these assumptions, the table shows
that improved routing control can reduce the amount
of excess traffic load significantly.

Routing stability in the OSPF part of a hybrid
control plane is an important aspect, as each new

2As an event in the OSPF part of the control plan we consider
each routing recomputation in an OSPF router due to a new Link
State Advertisement.

Operational Scheme Traffic Cong. OSPF
Loss Links Reconf.

OSPF 7.24h 1.73% 78
SDN Partitioning (2 Subs) 3.57h 1.19% 430.4
Stacked Hybrid, 50% SDN 2.47h 0.81% 78
SDN Partitioning (4 Subs) 2.28h 0.68% 110.5
SDN Partitioning (6 Subs) 2.03h 0.60% 45.8
SDN Partitioning (10 Subs) 1.89h 0.60% 24.7
Complete SDN Deployment 0.82h 0.26% 0

TABLE V: OSPF routing stability and average traffic
loss through overutilized links after a sudden fiber cut
in the Janos-US-CA topology.

LSA received by an OSPF router triggers a recom-
putation of the routing and forwarding table. The
last column of Table V shows the average number of
such OSPF reconfigurations for each examined control
plane. Regular OSPF triggers exactly 78 of such events
after any link failure, as the used topology has 39
nodes and both adjacent routers advertise the topology
change through flooding to the entire routing domain.
The stacked hybrid control plane behaves identical, as
all hybrid nodes perform regular OSPF below their
SDN layer. However, as soon as all legacy nodes are
substituted with SDN nodes, the legacy protocol can
finally be turned off completely, which consequently
results in zero OSPF reconfigurations for the case of
complete SDN deployment. It can be seen from the last
column of Table V that in case of SDN Partitioning the
number of OSPF reconfigurations strongly depends on
the number of sub-domains. Using this scheme with
only two sub-domains provokes excessive use of OSPF
reconfigurations, which however allows at least to half
the amount of lost traffic compared to native OSPF
operation. Due to the low number of SDN routers (4
out of 39) in this scenario, the capability to reroute
traffic around congested areas (or failed links) by
means of flow table updates from the central SDN con-
troller is comparably limited. The only other method
to change routing in SDN Partitioning is to change the
SDN border nodes used as sub-domain exit on a per-
destination base, which in this case is heavily used by
the failure recovery process to reduce packet loss and
link congestion. It can however also be seen from the
table that OSPF’s routing stability increases rapidly in
SDN Partitioning with an increasing number of sub-
domains (and thus SDN nodes).

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The advantages of a hybrid SDN/OSPF control plane
are broadly recognized in the networking community,
as it promises the best of two worlds: programmability
and agility of SDN and reliability and fault tolerance
of OSPF. Moreover, such an architecture allows for
a smooth and cost optimized migration to SDN. The
common approach for such a control plane follows a
“ships-passing-in-the-night” strategy, where the SDN
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part and the OSPF part are oblivious of what the
other configures. We have argued that this is however
not without issues, especially in terms of forwarding
table sizes, routing convergence time, location of the
SDN-enabled nodes, and in case of network failures.
We have proposed SDN Partitioning in this paper as
a new hybrid SDN/OSPF control plane that encapsu-
lates OSPF into sub-domains and allows to steer the
routing between sub-domains. We provided a new ILP-
based algorithm for balanced vertex separators that
can be used to equally partition a routing domain
and demonstrated the correlation of the number of
deployed SDN border nodes and sub-domain size. We
have explained in detail all technical requirements
and provided new mathematical models that take into
account the specific routing constraints for common
network management tasks, namely capacity plan-
ning, load balancing, and failure recovery. Finally, we
numerically evaluated the performance of SDN Par-
titioning in comparison to OSPF operation, full SDN
deployment, and hybrid SDN/OSPF (assuming a 50%
SDN deployment) without partitioning. Our results
show that – depending on the degree of partitioning
– SDN Partitioning provides network control capa-
bilities between 50% and full SDN deployment, but
with relatively few SDN-enabled routers. Adjusting
the sub-domain sizes allows to trade off the degree
of dynamic control (and thus the performance of the
evaluated management operations) against carefree-
ness and routing stability. This claim is confirmed
by our numerical results: larger sub-domains provide
less SDN control (due to more autonomous OSPF self-
configuration), while smaller sub-domains increase the
domination of the SDN control plane (and thus the
performance of management operations that depend
on dynamic routing control), but require a larger num-
ber of SDN-enabled nodes in the network. This also
proves that SDN Partitioning provides a pragmatic
and efficient migration path for network operators, as
an initial partitioning into two sub-domains requires
only a few SDN nodes. Sub-domains could iteratively
be partitioned into smaller sub-domains in further
migration steps, which would gradually increases the
central control on routing for manageable investments
in new equipment.
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